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KEY INSIGHT
Firms face a multifaceted set of challenges when employing women. Challenges span from unclear female labor regulations, to the high cost of accommodating workplaces, to low retention of workers. Policymakers can provide incentives for
firms to mitigate challenges associated with employing women.

WHAT CHALLENGES DO FIRMS FACE WHEN EMPLOYING WOMEN?

The Nitaqat employment quota program, which provides
private firms with incentives to hire Saudi nationals,
has led to a sharp and sustained increase in female private
sector employment since . However, the proportion
of women working in firms is still very low, and many
firms remain reluctant to hire women, hampering government eﬀorts to increase female employment levels in
line with Vision .

Nearly % of firms believe they have diﬃculty
or would have diﬃculty retaining female employees.
A high turnover rate implies higher onboarding and
training costs for firms, and lower institutional knowledge
of employees.
Almost one-third of firms fear that their chances of
labor inspection will increase if they hire females. The
Ministry of Labor and Social Development (MLSD)
conducts random inspections to monitor firm compliance
with labor regulations, and imposes financial sanctions
on firms ‘violating’ them. Many firms fear that they are
under increased risk of inspection if they hire women and
are subject to additional scrutiny with regards to female
employee specific regulations, such as separate entrances
and working spaces. Many firms are also uncertain of
what these female employee regulations entail and how

A research team sought to understand the barriers
that firms face in employing women. They conducted
interviews and focus groups with large international
businesses and small- and medium-sized firms (SMEs)
representing  sectors. They asked firms with female
employees the challenges they faced, and the firms without
female employees what challenges they foresaw if they
hired women.
Actual and perceived barriers to employing women
diﬀer across firms. Firms who require intensive physical labor prefer to hire men. Service sector firms who
depend on a lot of employee-client interaction stress that
segregation is not a viable option for them, as “[…] our
work needs involvement, by being separated it will not
work.” However, not all firms view female employees as
a liability, with some suggesting that hiring women is
more eﬃcient than hiring Saudi men to meet Saudization
quotas because “their work ethic is better.”
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Firms above an established Saudi employee share quota can
access expedited visa services for foreigners, and those below the
cutoff face foreign hiring restrictions. These cutoffs vary by firm
size and industry.

